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MINI ZAP: Electric mosquito killer, LED, 1W.
Horizontal socket

 8 003910 107144 >

Colour box N/A N/A

MINI ZAP: Electric mosquito net LED, 1W. attracts and electrocutes mosquitoes. Harmless to humans. Horizontal socket

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Product name: MINIZAP
Power supply: 220V AC
Insulation class: II
Colour: BLUE
Switch: NO
Plug: Type C/EF - 2 pin (Europlug/FR-DE Hybrid)
Guarantee: 2 YEARS
Product width (mm): 100
Product depth (mm): 60
Product height (mm): 120
Net weight kg): 0,119

parole chiavi: lampada uv, anti zanzare, zanzariera
elettrica, pest repeller



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Super effective: our electric mosquito killer works with a high intensity ultraviolet LED bulb that attracts all annoying flying insects into the
device. It kills them instantly when they come into contact with the powerful high voltage metal grids. Effective for an area up to 12 ㎡. It is
therefore perfect for a bedroom. No chemicals or odours. Our electric mosquito killer does not use any chemicals. It also produces no
smoke, no smell, no spray. It is totally free of toxic substances and or any form of pollution. It is also absolutely harmless to the human
body and pets. Perfect for the bedroom. Easy to use and clean: just install the electric mosquito killer in a dry place and plug it into the
socket; dead insects are collected in the bottom tray, which can be easily removed for disposal and cleaning; easy to clean with the small
brush supplied. Safe and durable - our electric mosquito net is designed in hyper-resistant ABS plastic. It is conceived to avoid any contact
with the metal grids. The 4x1W LED lamps have a lifespan of 8,000 hours and cannot be replaced. Quality and service: Velamp is an Italian
company that has been operating on the Italian market since 1906.

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN

Packing type: Colour box
DEEE (France only): 0.02
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